


30 Days To Growing Your Website Traffic With Pinterest

Did you know that men are the fastest growing demographic on Pinterest? Millions of women
already love pinning. Are you tapping into this opportunity to reach both male and female
consumers? If not, you should be.

As a marketer, you always need to know who makes up your Pinterest audience. For example,
if you are in the beauty and fashion niche, you know that your audience is made up of mostly
women, while someone in the male dominated niche of automobile restoration caters to the
men.

However, it’s vital to remember that Pinterest’s demographics are growing with a mixture of
male and female, so don’t alienate your potential audience by having tunnel vision.

What is Pinterest?

Pinterest is a free website that allows users to upload, save, sort and manage images (known
as pins) and other content such as videos and infographics to what is known as pinboards.
Pinterest is a personalized social media platform where users can browse the content others
have pinned. They can then save these pins to their own boards and share it with their
followers.

Users can add images to their boards from websites outside of Pinterest. This is accomplished
through a “Pin It “button you place on your website.

You might be wondering how you can use Pinterest for traffic generation. The answers are in
this 30 day guide. We’ve set up a task for you to do each day to build your Pinterest traffic for
the next 30 days.



Why is Pinterest a Great Traffic Generator?

Did you know people referred to ecommerce sites by Pinterest pins are 10% more likely to
make a purchase online than users from other social media sites? And they spend twice as
much as people referred by Facebook.

Are you ready to get a percentage of them too?

Here’s another statistic for you. A study by Shopify shows that the number of orders through
Pinterest increased by 79% in 2014, with the average sale being around $60.

And Shareholic data shows Pinterest driving more Web traffic than any of the other social
networks.

Can you imagine how great that would be for your business?

Visual marketing in every field has grown in popularity in recent years and is likely to continue to
grow. Using Pinterest as your visual content platform to share images is one of the easiest ways
to generate traffic to your blog.

Some of the amazing benefits of Pinterest for generating traffic are the following:

 Building relationships. Pinterest is a great source to build online relationships and a
community of people that are excited about your brand. It’s a great source for building an
online community of potential buyers. When you build relationships with your community
they are more likely to recommend you to others.

 Pinterest lets you share links and, by using high-quality images with your links, you
encourage people to share your content and to visit your blog.

 Consistent pinning to your boards helps you build a high level of pins that continually get
repinned. Pin at least 20 pins daily with a few of the pins of stuff that links back to your
website.

 Pins you’ve pinned on Pinterest will be found months and months after you’ve pinned it.
Unlike Facebook or Twitter where your content is short lived, your content on Pinterest
appears fresh even when things were pinned a year ago. This means you constantly
have a new stream of people searching your stuff and repinning.

 There are several places on a
pin that allow you to have links
to your website. When someone
clicks on a pin and enlarges it,
the website button at the top of
the pin links to the address from
where the image was pinned.
People can click on this link and
be taken to your website. A logo
or watermark of your URL can
and should be placed
somewhere on the image to
send pinners back to your site.



You can include clickable URLs in your pins’ descriptions.

 Traffic is generated to your website when people use the Pinterest Search tool. Users
search Pinterest for specific keywords. With the right keywords, pinners find your content
and, in turn, you get more visits to your website.

There is no doubt that Pinterest is a fun site just to store favorite images of things you want to
do or see. But using Pinterest for business as a way to generate traffic can lead to a new level
of visitors to your website. There are many ways you can use Pinterest to gain traffic. Let’s take
a look at each of them.

Your 30 Day Traffic Generation Guide

Building traffic with Pinterest can be fun but does require some planning and implementing.
Over the next 30 days, implement each of the tasks and consistently work on building your
Pinterest boards with relevant images, content and fun.

Day 1

Make your business visible on Pinterest with a Profile page.

You should have set up your Pinterest account as a Pinterest for Business Account already to
get the benefits it offers. If not, do that first, and then go back to the profile page to add your
business information. Include your brand’s name and the website address for your brand on
your Pinterest profile page. Be sure to connect it with your Facebook, Twitter and Google+
profiles for the maximum visibility. Your pin captions should explain why the content is useful to
your customers. Also include your brand’s name and URL in the caption of the image.

Today’s task: Update your profile to include your business information, brand name and URL
address.

Day 2

Install a “Pin it” plugin or widget button on your website.

A “Pin it” button can increase referral traffic back to your site. Your blog articles are shared with
your readers, their friends and followers when you have a “pin it” button on all your blog posts.
Add the “Pin it” button by logging into Pinterest for Business. Click on the tools tab, then the Pin
it Button tab from the drop down menu.

Click on the “Make a Pin It button”. This takes you to the Widget builder. Here you can choose
(1) the type of button you want and (2) the appearance of the button. (3) click the Build it button.
Copy the code and follow the instructions for adding it to your website.



There are plugins you can use for the Pin it button as well. Perform a search for WordPress
plugins that add the Pinterest Pin it button for Images to your website.

Today’s task: Install the Pin it Button widget or plugin.

Day 3

Create original content to Pin.

Learn how to create valuable visual content. The content can be anything including videos,
images, graphics, infographics, and text on colored backgrounds.

Give something away in your pin. It could be a new tool, template or an app. Share it in a text
graphic pin with a  link to where they can sign up to get it.

Keep it simple.

Clear, clean product images on white or light gray background work well. If you are adding
images of your physical products, use either a natural environment or on a person.

Today’s task: Begin creating compelling original content.

Day 4

Have a specific goal in mind.

Before you post a single image or create a board, decide what you want to focus on this year.
Are you looking for more sales or traffic? Is the goal to have more engagement or more
followers? You can use Pinterest for all of these things, but you want to focus on what’s most
important to your business growth at this moment. Use Pinterest Analytics to track metrics to
see how you are doing.

Today’s task: Write down the specific goal you want to achieve by using Pinterest.

Day 5

Create specific and appropriate boards.



At this point you are ready to create specific boards. The boards should be relevant to your
brand and what your goals are. So, for example, if you have a fashion blog focusing on dresses,
your boards might include styles, colors, cuts, seasonal, length, special occasions, inspiration,
etc. These boards will show up in the search when visitors are looking for specific terms.

Today’s task: Decide which boards you need to create, and then create them.

Day 6

Create a blog board.

Create a board specifically for your blog articles. Followers can easily find your blog posts and
follow your blog board. The title of the blog board should be the same as your blog page’s title.
So, let’s say you have an Etsy store and your blog is about doing DIY crafts, the name of your
Pinterest blog board will be the same as your blog, such as “My DIY Crafts Blog” Use keywords
in your Pinterest board to help it show up in search engines, as well.

Each time you write a blog post, pin it to your blog board. Always include a short summary or
quote from the post, an image that represents the post, and a link back to your blog article.

Today’s task: Set up your blog board.

Day 7

Create a daily Pinning routine.

While you’re starting to build your Pinterest marketing campaign, you need to pin something
every day. People will find and pin your stuff that you may have pinned months before. Even so,
you still need to add new pins every day to build up a huge volume of content. Pinterest is all
about volume. Set up a schedule of 10-25 minutes a day to add new pins to your site. 20 pins a
day is a good goal. It doesn’t have to be all your content. Repin relevant images and quotes.

One good thing about repinning other people’s pins is the fact that they will receive a notification
you repinned their stuff. When they do, they will check out your pins and may begin following
you as well as well repinning your stuff, spreading your content among their followers.

Today’s task: Create a time slot in your daily schedule to pin at least 20 pins to your boards.

Day 8

Make your blog post pins easy to find.

You want to make sure your pins are actually searchable on Pinterest. They are indexed within
the Pinterest site as well as on search engines. You want the search engines to find you.

Set your account settings so that your “Search Privacy” setting is set so public search engines
can find you.

Today’s task: Set your privacy settings to allow your pins to be indexed.



Day 9

Include a call to action in your captions.

You’re probably already using these same techniques in all your other powerful marketing
strategies. You add a call to action in your blog posts and on your other social media marketing
campaigns. The same should be done for your Pinterest pins.

Include a call to action (CTA) in the caption area of your image or other content. Link the CTA to
an ongoing campaign or to your autoresponder landing page to get referral traffic. You can add
the CTA to the actual image as well.

Today’s task: Go through all your pins and make sure there is a CTA on all of them.

Day 10

Pin tutorials, quotes, teasers and images.

People are thirsty for learning. They love to share and store helpful information. No matter what
niche you’re in or whether you’re a blogger, product or service-based business, you should be
pinning tutorials and helpful information your followers can use.

Use teaser pins to intrigue people and to get them to click through. A teaser pin can be as
simple as a bit of text on top of an image or colorful background with a teaser headline. For
example, “How to Take Better Photographs” or “The 5 Things You Should Always Keep in Your
Craft Supplies”.

Today’s task: Create a teaser image for one of your posts.

Day 11

Start the repinning process first.

Be the first to share your blog post on Pinterest.

Pinning your blog post can be done easily if you add the Pin it Bookmarklet to your browser’s
toolbar. Choose the board that best fits with the post. In the image, have a caption that links
back to the original post.

To add the bookmarklet, go to Pinterest. Choose your Browser (Chrome, IE, Firefox). Click on
Get our browser button. Follow the instructions for your browser.

After installing, click on the red P at the top of your browser whenever you want to pin
something from the web.



When you share your article first you are getting your post out there in front of your followers
who will begin repinning it.

Tip: Get even more traffic to the pin by copying the URL for the pin, (each pin on Pinterest has
its own URL), and cross-posting it on Facebook and Twitter.

Today’s task: Add the Pinterest Bookmarklet to your browser and use it to add a post to one of
your boards.

Day 12

Write compelling descriptions.

Just like a well-written post will get shared, a compelling Pin description can help you get found
by people searching for good content. Your descriptions should be accomplishing a particular
goal with specific details about the pin. It can include keywords, but don’t stuff it with them.

Hashtags aren’t needed or even supported on Pinterest, so don’t use them. Here are some
ideas on what makes good pin descriptions:

Recipes: Describe the main ingredients and how to cook it.

Fashion: Tell what kind of clothing it is, the designer or season it should be worn.

Travel: Give the location and what kinds of things can be done there.

DIY: Describe what it is, how to make it or what materials are needed.

Photography: Name who the photographer is, the year it was taken, and the subject.

Design: Mention the designer, medium, publication, etc.

Today’s task: Rewrite or write the descriptions on one of your Pins that is compelling and share
worthy.

Day 13

Go mobile.

It’s been shown that 75% of Pinterest usage takes place on mobile devices. You need to be
sure your mobile website works. Click on your Pins using different devices to see how other
pinners will experience your stuff.

Today’s task: View your pins from your tablet and mobile phone.



Day 14

Look to other pinners for inspiration.

Having trouble getting creative with your pins? Check out what others are pinning on their
boards. Look at the other stuff someone who is pinning your pins has on their boards. This can
give you insight on what the latest trends are, enable you to learn what your typical customer is
interested in, and spark your creative imagination for new ideas for a marketing campaign.

Today’s task: Browse other boards for inspiration on a new marketing campaign.

Day 15

Host a contest on Pinterest for more traffic.

People love contests. Drive traffic to your blog with interactive
content. Run a contest on your blog and then pin it to a specific
board on Pinterest. This type of contest drives traffic to your
website.

Another type of contest is the “Pin it to Win it”. Host a contest
where pinners pin content from your site or repin pins that have
links back to your site that you already have on Pinterest. Or
search out how others like Sony, Land’s End or Jetsetter are using
contests. The main point is to get other people to share your pins
that are promoting your site, a landing page or even a specific
offer.

Today’s task: Make a contest Board and Set up a contest on your
blog to pin to it.

Day 16

Use Pinterest Messages to engage your audience.

Pinterest Messages is a lot like the messaging or chat options found on other social platforms.
With Messages you can contact a pinner directly on Pinterest or send them a message directly
to their email address. The only thing is they have to be following at least one of your boards.

This is a great tool for sharing content directly with another pinner. You can engage them in a
conversation through Messages instead of having to use comments on individual pins.

Today’s task: Engage one or more pinners with a message about one of your pins.

Day 17

Invite collaboration.

Collaborate with other pinners to grow followers and curate pins. Look for pinners who follow
your boards who are already established and have a good number of followers and pins. Active
pinners help bring traffic your way when you partner with them.



Message these pinners and introduce yourself. Let them know the types of board you’d like
them to help you with. Include examples of pins from your board so they have a good idea if you
are a good fit for them as well.

Be casual but professional, making your offer clear.

Today’s task: Find 5 different pinners to contact about collaborating.

Day 18

Use good Visuals.

Pinterest is a visual social site. Great visuals are what entices pinners to click through. Pinterest
is filled with appealing images. You want to stand out so you can capture the attention of
Pinterest visitors. You want them to click through to your website once they find your images.

Your images need to be in focus, relevant to your board, and easily shared. A pinnable image
needs to be eye-catching. It can be a picture or a graphic with a headline in an easy to read
font. Be sure to add a watermark with your business name or domain name on the image, as
well.

Today’s task: Create a good visual for one of your boards.

Day 19

Add a Rich Pins plugin.

The Rich pins plugin makes it easier for your customers
to find more information, like ingredients from a food
image. It can include real-time pricing and availability for
tangible products.

There are 6 types of Rich Pins: app, movie, recipe,
article, product and place.

Today’s task: Install or have installed the Rich pins
plugin on your website.

Day 20

Start following interesting and influential people.

The next thing you should do is to begin following interesting and influential people in your
niche. Like their pins and repin their content. Follow them or follow specific boards. Leave a
short comment praising something you like.

Today’s task: Find 10 interesting or influential people in your niche and begin following them,
leaving comments on some of their pins.

Day 21

Inspire your audience with the lifestyle.

Don’t just sell to your audience. Create boards around lifestyle themes that include your
products. You want to sell the lifestyle. For example create a board that’s called “For the Home”



instead of “XYZ Furniture”. Include not only your products, but also curated pins from others that
show the lifestyle you are promoting.

Today’s task: Make a plan on how to sell the lifestyle to your audience.

Day 22

Leverage the power of influencers.

Partner with Pinterest influencers and other influential bloggers. This gives your product some
clout while helping brands get access to new audiences. Become a Guest pinner to create
boards on an influencer’s account. Be aware that some may charge a fee for this service.

Today’s task: Choose a few Pinterest influencers you want to work with and contact them with
your idea.

Day 23

Create a My Blog Writers board.

As a rule, the more your followers know about you, the better your relationships will be. One
way to do this is the let your followers know the faces behind the articles you post. Make a
board fun and personable board that shows the authors. This works for one or two person blogs
as well as larger brands. You want your followers to know you, so include pictures of the writers,
their bio and a quirky related hobby. You could include a short quote from their post and
attribute them.

Today’s task: Create a My Blog Writers board and add your picture, bio and quirky tidbit.

Day 24

Send an email auto-responder invitation.

Use your email auto-responder tool to invite every new newsletter subscriber you get to follow
you on Pinterest. Explain why they should follow your boards. For example, you might have a
board called “special deals” that only your Pinterest followers have access to.

Today’s task: Pick one board you want to send an email invitation to your list to follow.

Day 25

Rebuild broken links.

There’s nothing worse than clicking through a pin only to find a broken link. Make sure all the
click-through links works on all your pins. For example if you’ve deleted a product page or no
longer offer a product, make sure you remove those links and update with a good link that is
useful.

Today’s task: Go through all your pins, past and present, and update the links if needed.

Day 26

Show off your popular pins.

By now you should have some idea of which pins are more popular than others. This is a great
time to take your most popular pins and feature them on your blog posts and in other social



media channels. You can also add them to store flyers if you have a brick and mortar business
and in your email newsletter. Create a new board just for your Most Popular Pins.

Today’s task: Add your popular pins to your blog, newsletter and other social channels.

Day 27

Check your analytics.

Pinterest Analytics lets you see what people like from your profile and what they save from your
website. It gives you data about your audience as well as the amount of traffic you are getting.

To see your analytics, from your business account: click on tools and choose analytics from the
drop down box. Click on the See your analytics button on the new page that opens.

Today’s task: Check your analytics to see what needs improving and how well you are doing.

Day 28

Invite people to join specific boards.

You can invite friends and your email list to join specific boards.

Click on the invite button on the board you want to invite friends to

follow.

Type in a name or email and click invite. Or find friends from Google+ or Yahoo.



Today’s task: Invite friends to join a specific board you want them to see.

Day 29

Participate on Pinterest.

You need to participate with your followers, just like you do with any social marketing. The more
you engage with people who are on Pinterest, the more they are going to connect you with your
brand and your blog.

There are many ways you can get involved with your market and get to know them better. Pin
good, original content your market wants to read. Pin consistently so you are being seen in your
Pinterest followers’ feeds. Follow your followers, repin their pins and browse their boards to see
the types of content they like. Ask questions and answer them on your blog.

Today’s task: Engage with other pinners by following some of your followers.

Day 30

Embed Pins to get repins.

This might surprise you. Repinning doesn’t have to take place on Pinterest. You can embed
single pins or entire boards on your website. Pinterest’s code widget generators let you do this
easily. Click on the type of board or pin you want embed and then click build it. The code is
generated for you to place on your website.

Today’s task: Create a widget to embed a board on your website.

All Things Considered…



Pinterest is a growing force in traffic generation. Traffic can be what makes or breaks your
business. Tapping into the power of Pinterest is one way to bring unlimited amounts of traffic to
your website.

Setting up your Pinterest business account is only the first step. You need to have a plan of
what you want to accomplish by posting pins on your account. If you just willy-nilly add images
and things you like, your viewers will become confused and won’t follow you.

The marketing demographics on Pinterest have changed in recent years. This is something you
need to be aware of when making your Pinterest marketing strategy. Men are using Pinterest
more than ever as a way to save tutorials and how-tos, as a travel planner and outdoor spaces.

While men are the growing demographic, Pinterest is still a predominately female visited site.

When building your marketing plan, take advantage of the most popular categories if they fit
with your niche. Find influencers and pinners to partner with within these categories.

Most pinned categories:

Food & Drink

DIY & Crafts

Home Décor

Holidays & Events

Most browsed categories:

Food & Drink

DIY & Crafts

Home Décor

The pinners’ home feeds

In the end, using Pinterest to build your website traffic can be both fun and profitable. It’s a way
to show off your products, share your blog posts, build relationships and gain new followers.
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